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     Outline 

 
• Basic ideas behind the static model 

• Some challenges to empirical implementation 

• Current work and future research  
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     The object of our interest: the state-contingent approach 
to production and choice under uncertainty 

 

•    From a production economic perspective:  

        An approach constructed around a creative formulation of a 
stochastic production technology. Capable of delivering dual 
functions, and hence behavioral functions. 

•   From a decision-making under uncertainty perspective: 

        A theory of rational decision-making based on subjective 
probabilities. The set of alternatives an agent could have a 
preference over is limited by production and cost conditions. 
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State-contingent production technology: basics 
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Technology representation in terms of sets 
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 x  - input quantities y  - output quantities 

w  - input prices 
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Optimal value function 

Objective function 

Technological condition 
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 y  - output quantities – amount of output m in state s 

w  - input prices 
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Optimal value function from the cost minimization problem    

Target revenue condition 
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                      The production decision 

r2 

fair-odds line  
    (risk-neutral indifference curve) 

r1 

bisector (equal revenue vector) 

maximin indifference curve 

isocost 
curve 



Challenge I: identifying states of nature  

• Challenge: Let us assume we would like to estimate the parameters of a   
state-contingent production technology.  How do we attribute input and 
output observations to a certain state of nature while being aware of the 
dangers posed by overusing data? 

 

• Proposal: define states of nature in relative terms.  

 

 

 

 

 

Assume a researcher can infer the subjective perception of the world and its 
possible states from field observations. Test the assumption subsequently. 
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• set in relation 
• group by k means   

• Test the assumption: 
design an experiment.       

• Is state attribution     
sensitive to scaling 
and temporal issues?       

Clusters (example) 
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Match 

Ready for  
regression 

Aggregated agricultural output y, 
plotted on a timeline. The origin 
represents the present point. 
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Challenge II: price expectations, revenues and probabilities 

• Challenge: Let us assume we would like to explicitly model decision-making. 
Whether it is possible to arrive to a closed form representation of the effort-
cost function depends on the functional form of the production technology.   
Let us assume it is. What parameters of the problem are unknown? 
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fair-odds line (risk-neutral indifference curve) 

r1 

r2 

bisector (equal revenue vector) 

maximin indifference curve 

isocost curve 

Optimal choices consistent with  
risk aversion  
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fair-odds line (risk-neutral indifference curve) 

r1 

r2 

bisector (equal revenue vector) 

maximin indifference curve 

isocost curve 

pms, rs 

The interval containing the optimal 
choices depends on modeling choices 
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Current work: price expectations, revenues and probabilities 

 

 

• Consult existing theory on the formation of conditional price expectations and 
subjective probabilities of occurrence.  

 

• Test the behavioral model by comparing predicted input use to observed 
input use. Develop a criterion for model selection.  

 

 Ultimate goal: explain agricultural yields as a combination of optimal 
decisions and field observations.   
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Thank you for your attention. 

 

Questions, comments, suggestions? 

angelova@iamo.de 


